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itihig so as to preserve or modify the form, determine

this developenient and progress; but alter the period of

youth when they are collected in individual organs, or es

caping by the action of the body upon them to which they

belong, they may form new combiuations, and they pre
serve, according to the different parts in which they have

existed, a disposition to reunite so a to present the same

forms and reproduce, consequeiitt, individuals similar to
those from which they emanated.'. This system had few

partizans: it was too difficult to form an idea of that

power by virtue of which, molecules removed from all

parts of body should preserve a tendency to replace
themselves in a similar orders Besides, the researches of
HaIler on the formation of the chicken contradicted to

strongly this opinion; the identity of the membranes of
the nascent animal, with those of the egg, was too oppo
site to the hypothesis of an animal ulteriorly forward
The observations of Spallauzani upon the same hquor and.
the same infusions seemed equally to destroy, even in its

principle, the system of organic molecules. But when

disengaged from the trammels of this system, Buffon is
then a painter, historian, and philosopher With what
interest, traversing the universe in his steps, we behok}
Man, who is fuiidamentally the same every where, slowly
Modified by the continued action of climate, sail, habits,.

J)Iiudjces ; changing in colour and physiognomy, the
mune as in taste and opinion ; acquiring or losing strength,
and beauty, the same as intelligence, sensibility and
vir-tue,With what pleasure in his hitorv we trace the pro
gress of man and even his decline; we study the laws of
that constant correspondence between the physical chan

ges of his senses or organs, and those which operate on the

understanding or on the passiou ; we learn to know the
mechanism of our senses, their relations with our sensa
tions or our ideas, the errors to which they expose us,
tile-mannerin which we learn to see, to touch, to understand
and how the child, whose feeble and uncertain eyes that
behold only a confused mass of colours, attains by habit.
and reflection, to seize in a single glance the extent of a
vast horizoii,and even to the power ofcreating and

combin-ingimages With what curiosity we observe those details
which relate to the most lively of our pleasures and the'
most delightful of our sentiments, those secrets of nature
id of modesty, to which the majesty of style am} the se

verity
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